
DRIVES® DOUBLE PITCH CHAIN OFFERS SUPERIOR 
QUALITY IN POTATO CHIP FRYING APPLICATION

C A S E  S T U D Y A DRIVES CHAIN SOLUTION FOR 
THE FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

To solve this issue, Drives experts recommended switching 
to Drives® Double-Pitch chain with extended pins and Class 2 
matching. Drives offers two levels of length matching – Class 1 
and 2. Class 2 ensures the longest and shortest chains in a set do 
not vary in length by more than 0.002” per foot. With consistent 
plate heights, this eliminates metal shavings in the chip oil.

When the chain needs to be replaced due to natural wear progression, 
the snack food manufacturer has a strict repair and downtime plan to 
follow. This will help avoid chain failures and unscheduled downtime.

SOLUTION

A snack food manufacturer was seeking a solution for quality issues on 
their potato chip frying application. The operation required double-pitch 
chain with extended pins, matched in pairs, to precisely form the shape  
of the chips. 

The competitor’s chain had sharp edges and inconsistencies with plate  
heights, causing the chain to rub against the machine guides. This  
resulted in the risk of metal shavings contaminating the oil in which the  
chips were fried. If metal shavings were detected in the oil, the snack  
food manufacturer had to recall the entire batch of chips. There was  
another case where the competitor’s chain failed completely and led to  
unscheduled downtime. Both scenarios were unacceptable to the  
snack food manufacturer.

CHALLENGE

The snack foods manufacturer has a three-year contract with Drives.  
The quality of Drives chain has exceeded the quality of the competitor’s  
chain. There has not been any report of metal shavings in the chip oil,  
nor any unscheduled downtime. 

RESULTS THAT MATTER

Accuracy Quality Service
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Drives® chains are part of The Timken Company’s growing portfolio of engineered bearings and industrial motion products.  www.diamonddrives.com


